


About Us

Emotional Sicily is an Italian Boutique DMC and Tour Operator

based in Sicily. 

We craft immersive journeys connecting travellers with people,

local culture and nature while sharing experiences with our

Community of like-minded and "like-hearted" partners.

Our team has a very in-depth knowledge of our region. This allows

us to co-design meaningful and transformative journeys revealing

the most intimate Sicily supporting projects and small businesses

committed with sustainability and community. 



What We Do

Bespoke immersive journeys in Sicily designed around the interests and

desires of the curious traveller. Themed itineraries with a focus on

gastronomy, nature, arts and crafts, architecture and design. Unique

transformative experiences crafted together with our local partners. 

We cater the traveller who feels in resonance with our values, embraces

adventure, is open to cultural immersion, appreciates the beauty of

simple things and recognises that real luxury is deeply connecting with

others while sharing meaningful experiences.

We participate in EU programs to develop Slow Tourism in the

Mediterranean promoting trans-border itineraries with our Spanish,

Greek, Jordanian and Egyptian partners.



Fostering synergies while building a community of  like-

minded and like-hearted people with a strong sense of

place and passion for what they do

Writing a new narrative about Sicilian territory that

contributes to raising awareness of the immense value

of our historical, cultural and human heritage

Actively supporting people, projects and small businesses

committed to preserving nature, culture and traditions as

a foundation for future generations

Crafting our journeys with a careful, sustainable and

respectful approach to the environment, to people and

local culture as we believe in travel as a means for social

transformation and regeneration

How we do it



Our Community

People deeply connected with our land, preserving and retrieving customs and traditions at risk of extinction, 

getting back to the roots while looking forward to a brighter future. 

We are passionate about our land, our culture and our people, and so proud to open our doors to you.



"A new concept of luxury travel where you immerse yourself into the authentic, the unspoiled. 

Discover the pleasure of simple things, the treasure of being connected with people, 

local culture, and nature through all your senses.  

Let us take you by the hand and accompany you through the stories, the places, 

and the people that make this land unique."

Manila Di Maira 
founder



Let's Connect

www.emotionalsicily.com

info@emotionalsicily.com

+39 3248739248

www.instagram.com/emotional.sicily

www.facebook.com/emotional.sicily

www.vimeo.com/emotionalsicily

https://www.emotionalsicily.com/
mailto:info@emotionalsicily.com
https://www.instagram.com/emotional.sicily/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/emotional.sicily
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